. Moreover, the AFM imaging of DNA bound MR suggests an elegant solution to this dilemma that involves large-scale restructuring of the complex. DNA binding causes the Rad50 coils to become more rigid and parallel to one another, disables intracomplex hook-hook dimer formation, and increases the number of observed octameric (M 2 R 2 ) 2 intercomplex forms in solution that are able to participate in long-range DNA tethering. In contrast to the M 2 R 2 coils of the DNA-free form, which appear to flex independently from one another, the DNA bound M 2 R 2 coils sway in unison. Furthermore, M 2 R 2 imaged as it spontaneously dissociates from duplex DNA suggests the conversion is reversible and that flexibility can be restored.
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The resulting view of MRN-DNA interactions includes two new steps: (1) MRN loading onto DNA via the head domain that is coupled to a concomitant unhooking and extension of the coiled coils, and (2) consequently productive intercomplex tethering between extended M 2 R 2 hooks to maintain opposing DNA strands in close nuclear proximity, thereby erecting a scaffold for subsequent DNA-break processing. Thus, DNA-promoted extension of the coiled coils is coupled to an interface exchange of the Zn-hook domains that switch from intracomplex to intercomplex tethering (Figure 1 ). Another informative observation is that once loaded onto DNA, the MR complex may diffuse freely along DNA, 
